
SUMMARY

Turn-Cut is a programming option available on Okuma horizontal 

machining centers that allows the machine to create bores and diameters 

that include circular and/or angular features. It allows users to turn features 

on large, unbalanced parts on the same platform where standard CNC 

machining functions can also be performed. This eliminates the need to 

purchase special-purpose machines, tooling, fixtures or add-on components.
 

Turn-Cut operates by leveraging Okuma’s philosophy of manufacturing 

both control and machine, which allows for the perfect blend of mechatronics. 

It operates using standard tooling, which, in most cases, saves on tooling costs. 

Turn-Cut works without additional motors, servos, and heavy attachments, 

and integrates with tooling already developed and readily available. Turn-Cut 

enhances the use of the machine without adding components or weight that 

may restrict its use during normal CNC machining operations.

Turn-Cut does not affect the performance or longevity of the machine, and 

in fact enhances performance with the addition of abso-scales and chilled 

ballscrews. When heavy milling is required, the Okuma horizontal machining 

center equipped with Turn-Cut is still as capable as ever. 

MOST IMPORTANTLY, TURN-CUT ALLOWS FOR PROCESSING WORK WITHOUT 

THE NEED TO USE A SECONDARY MACHINE FOR A TURNING APPLICATION.

Valves, pipes and manifold-type parts are ideal candidates for Turn-Cut.



WHAT IS TURN-CUT?

Turn-Cut is a programming option that enables a horizontal machining 

center to create surfaces that taper, arc, or have any combination of varying 

diameter shapes along the Z-axis of a work piece. The surfaces created by 

Turn-Cut can be either on the outside or inside diameter of the machined 

part. Turn-Cut can operate using standard tooling and minimal fixturing.  

Turn-Cut is used in applications that would traditionally use a CNC 

lathe to turn a feature. In some cases, the part configuration (size, shape, 

weight) prohibits it from being set up on a lathe. With Turn-Cut, the part 

is stationary as the Turn-Cut programming creates the tool path.

Turn-Cut synchronizes the X & Y circular motion with the spindle angle to 

ensure the tool edge maintains its programmed path at all times. Turn-Cut 

is turned on by a G-code in the program and follows standard lathe 

programming convention to describe the desired path.



With the center of the axes (0,0)
as origin of the workpiece
coordinate system:

• Continuous circular motion can
   be commanded in place of the
   spindle; and

• The feed axis dimension (Z) and
   the radius (X) can be commanded











ID TOOLING FOR SMALLER WORK OD TOOLING FOR LARGER WORK

*Tool is Right Hand, performing ID work.
*Tool is Right Hand, performing OD work. This special style of tooling

allows the cutting of a larger diameter with a smaller interpolation arc.
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TURN-CUT CONSIDERATIONS

Typically, the Spindle Speed (RPM) is 
determined by the workpiece material 
that is specified and the tooling material 
that is available. When using Turn-Cut, 
the acceleration required to generate the 
spindle speed must also be considered.

ACCELERATION IS INFLUENCED BY:

        Specified Spindle Speed

        Diameter of Turn-Cut Rotation
        (X/Y) axes

ACCELERATION INFLUENCES:

        Roundness of the feature being
        machined by Turn-Cut

        Diameter of Turn-Cut Rotation
        (X/Y) axes

TURN-CUT ADVANTAGES

1.   Use a single tool for multiple
      diameters

2.   Process intensive machining
      in one setup

3.   Fewer tools required;
      less setup required

4.   Provides desired machining finish
      in seal surfaces

5.   Can handle unbalanced workpieces

6.   Turn-Cut maintains the machine’s
      standard functions

7.   Works with readily available
      tooling components

8.   Turn-Cut does not add weight, length,
      or heat to the spindle in order
      to operate

9.   Does not require special fixturing

10. Does not require special programming

11. Turn-Cut can be retrofitted in
      some cases

12. Turn-Cut function can also be used
      for threading
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